
STEM STATIONS

Want to bring your students in for a tour?
Give us a call!

Aerospace Museum of California •  3200 Freedom Park Drive, McClellan, CA 95652
916-643-3192 •  Tuesday - Sunday 10a - 4p • CLOSED MONDAYS • info@aerospaceca.org
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What are STEM Stations? 
At the Aerospace Museum of California, we believe in providing kids with hands on 
learning experiences that will stimulate creativity and curiosity and introduce them to 
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) education. Our STEM Stations 
are uniquely crafted to both entertain and educate younger museum guests through fun 
brain teasers and engineering challenges.

What type of stations are available?
We have four STEM Stations available to guests, each intended to stimulate imagination 
and education. 

What will my students learn? 
Guests who engage with our STEM Stations will learn that STEM can be fun and functional. 
Students will learn Science concepts like mathematics, probability, potential and kinetic 
energy, engineering, creative design and hypothesis. 

Why are these STEM Stations interesting?
We have found the kids  learn better and are more engaged when they have a physical 
game or activity to bolster their STEM education. Our STEM Stations are one of our most 
popular attractions with school tours and younger guests, proving that one of the most 
effective methods of learning is engaging in educational play.
 

Marble Roller 
Coaster   
Can you go the 
distance? Create 
your own roller 
coaster track to 
convert potential 
energy into kinetic 
energy according 
to the Law of 
Conservation of 
Energy!

Engineering 
Challenge  
Use your 
imagination to build, 
design, and create 
with straws and 
connectors!

Build Your Own 
Airport Tower  
An airport tower 
gives instructions 
to an aircraft when 
they are taking off 
or landing. Use your 
imagination and 
inspiration to create 
your own airport 
control tower using 
building blocks or 
magnetic plastics!

JENGA - HUGE 
Test your critical 
thinking skills and 
the force of gravity 
with a lively game 
of Jenga! Regular 
and LARGE block 
versions available.


